Abstract: Functional connectome analysis in panic disorder (PDO) is a relatively new field for research. We tried to investigate the functional connectome alterations in PDO to re-examine the precision and role of fear network model for the pathophysiology of PDO.
INTRODUCTION

P
anic disorder (PDO) consists of somatic symptoms, such as chest tightness, dizziness, palpitations, abdominal discomforts, feel like dying, and feel like losing control. It is easily comorbid with other psychiatric illnesses and causes significant impairments in functions. 1, 2 The pathophysiology model of PDO originated from ''fear network'' hypothesis, which includes limbic and sensory-related regions, such as frontal cortex, insula, amygdala, hippocampus, and sensory cortex. The hyperactive limbic response associated with oversensitive sensory function will reduce the inhibitory action from frontal cortex, which causes the panic attacks. 3 The dysfunctional coordination of ''upstream'' (cortical) and ''downstream'' (brainstem) sensory information leads to heightened amygdala activity with subsequent behavioral, autonomic, and neuroendocrine activation. The sensory-related regions are connected with limbic areas to manage the oversensitivity to unknown fear. An inadequate control of fear responses will provoke panic attacks. However, the latest revised model of ''fear network'' suggested the potential extension of the model to several regions beyond the original neuroanatomical model, such as anterior cingulate cortex and insula. 4 The limbic regions in the fear network model for PDO includes parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), cingulate cortex, and amygdala. 3 Previous structural reports of PDO revealed the gray matter reductions in the left PHG (PHG.L) 5 and the right PHG (PHG.R). 6, 7 The functional studies also demonstrated altered binding in the benzodiazepine receptors of PHG, which was also negatively associated with panic severity. 8 Hyperactivity of PHG and cingulate cortex was also noted in the provoking model for PDO. 9 Therefore, the limbic system, especially the PHG, played a crucial role for PDO.
The PDO-related sensory region 10 usually involved the functions of visuospatial transformation, attention, perception, recognition memory, and the processing of interoceptive sensory information. [11] [12] [13] Visual cortex also processes visual 14 Panic-like responses, which are induced by shock-related fear with impaired consolidation of extinction of fear changes, are also associated with altered activities in bilateral lingual gyrus. 15 The results are also in line with abnormal spatial-related attention and impaired connection between amygdala and visual area in PD. 16 Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (Rs-FMRI) is an important technique for acquisition of baseline brain activity, which can be used to assess the functional connectivity. The whole-brain functional connectome has been an emerging area for the investigation of pathophysiology for mental illnesses. Recently, a new method, network-based statistics (NBS), has been applied in the field of connectome analysis. It uses the graph theory concept to derive the largescale brain connectivity with the control of family-wise error due to mass-univariate testing for each connection of the functional or structural connectome. 17 It has been applied in several psychiatric illnesses, such as functional connectome in schizophrenia 17 and structural connectome in depression. 18, 19 In this study, we investigated the functional connectome of first-onset, medicine-naïve patients with PDO. We used the NBS method to conduct the connectome analysis. According to the above literature, we hypothesized that functional connectome would be compatible with latest revised model of PDO, 4 which mostly included the potential extension of limbic and sensory regions. We also hoped to find the central hubs for the functional connectome within the ''fear network.''
METHODS
Participants
The PDO group was enrolled according to the following criteria: first-onset patients with a pure PDO diagnosis (The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition criteria); Clinician Global Impression of Severity >4, Quick Inventory for Depressive Symptoms-Self Rating 16-item version (QIDS-SR16) <9, 20 Hamilton Rating Scales for Depression (HDRS) score <7 21 (to avoid the comorbidity of depression), Hamilton Rating Scales for Anxiety (HARS) score >22, 22 Panic Disorder Symptom Severity Scale (PDSS) >15, 23 and the other criteria listed in our previous study. 24 The healthy controls had no psychiatric illnesses (according to brief psychiatric rating scale 18-item version, all items must be ''not present'') or significant medical illnesses (according to medical records). All patients and healthy subjects signed the informed consent that was approved by the 3 Institutional Review Boards at Taipei Tzu Chi Hospital, Cheng Hsin General Hospital, and National Yang-Ming University, according to the institute where they were recruited. None of the participants received psychotropic treatment while on Rs-FMRI scanning. Edinburgh Inventory of Handedness was used to assess the handedness. 25 Eighty-nine patients were screened and 36 patients were excluded due to noncompatibility with the selection criteria. Fifty-three patients and 54 controls were selected. The sample of participants had some overlaps of our previous studies, which was around 50% overlap.
26,27
Rs-FMRI Data Acquisition
Echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (repetition time -¼ 2000 ms, echo time ¼ 40 ms, field of view ¼ 24 cm; 5 mm thickness; 150 time points, voxel dimension: 64 Â 64 Â 20) was acquired at baseline visit (3T Siemens scanner housed at magnetic resonance center of National Yang Ming University) in patients and controls. For the detailed information of pulse sequence and other procedures for Rs-FMRI scanning, please refer to our previous study. 24 
Rs-FMRI Data Preprocessing
The EPI data were first preprocessed by Data Processing Assistant and Resting-State FMRI (DPARSF, version 2.2; Beijing Normal University, China), 28 which included the removal of first 10 time points, slice timing, realignment, normalization, resampling, smoothing by Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) 4 Â 4 Â 4 kernel, to detrend and filter data with residual signals within 0.01 to 0.08 Hz to discard physiological noise and drift. 24 No subject was excluded because no excessive motions were observed. The filtered Rs-FMRI data were registered (nonlinear elastric registration) to study-specific template. The effects of ''micromovements'' and the nuisance correlation caused by head motion were removed by checking covariates in nuisance regressors in DPARSF. 29, 30 Several spurious covariates were removed except global signals. 31, 32 The individuallevel covariates of motion and group-level covariates of motion were adjusted using Friston-24 parameter model and framewise displacement motion regression model, respectively.
24,33
Connectivity Matrix Measures
We used the GRaph thEoreTical Network Analysis (GRETNA) toolbox (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/gretna) to calculate the connectivity matrix for the preprocessed Rs-FMRI data of each subject. GRETNA toolbox has been designed for the graph-theoretical network analysis of Rs-FMRI data. It is a suite of MATLAB functions and some MATLAB-based Interface to perform the process of conventional functional preprocessing, and also to calculate most frequently used connectivity matrix.
NBS Analysis
The NBS is used for multifactorial designs stemming from the functional connectivity in this study. It was used to identify significant differences between patients and controls for pairwise associations. It incorporated graph model to identify the pair-wise association, such as the connection or link, between different pairs of nodes. 17 The processing steps were as follows:
(1) The design matrix was set at first to define the group and number for subjects of patients and controls. Then, we put the connectivity matrix file for each subject as the input data. From the probability point, the N(N À 1)/2 unique pair-wise associations would be possible for a N Â N connectivity matrix. For each pair-wise association, the test statistic of interest was calculated independently using the values stored in each subject's connectivity matrix, such as Fisher r-to-z transform for a correlation-based measure of association to ensure normality. (2) The AAL-90 nodes and labels were used to define and locate the significant nodes within the significant subnetwork in a graph model. A nonparametric test was used for a breadth first search. N was the number of nodes. This was repeated for M permutations to estimate the null distribution. The random permutations were generated independently and the group to which each subject belonged was randomly exchanged for each permutation. The number or size of links the potential nodes was decided according to the threshold (corrected P < 0.05). Permutation testing was used to ascribe a P value controlled for the FWE to each connected component based on its size. (3) The test statistic of interest was recalculated for each permutation, which can detect the potential connection of suprathreshold links and demonstrate the topological connection. An empirical estimate of the null distribution of maximal component size was also obtained by the above permutation. (4) Finally, the P value (0.05) of an observed component of size k was estimated by finding the total number of permutations to identify maximal component size.
The importance of NBS is to in translate and apply the graph model. The approach can be generalized to multifactorial designs and compute the set of all connected components in a graph model. It was comprehensive and appropriate for our goal to estimate the significant subnetwork from the viewpoint of whole brain.
Statistical Analysis
The chi-square test was used to estimate sex difference. The differences in the demographic data and clinical severity, such as age, educational years, HARS scores, and PDSS scores, between patients and controls, were estimated by the MannWhitney U test. The association between functional connectivity and clinical variables (eg, panic severity, anxiety severity, illness duration) with demographic covariates (age, sex) was also evaluated (statistical threshold: corrected P < 0.05). The correlation assessment was only used for significant network edges identified by the NBS method.
RESULTS
Demographic Data
There were no significant differences in age, sex, handedness, educational years, and HDRS scores between patients and controls. The duration of illness in patient group was 5.35 AE 2.37 months. On the contrary, there was significant difference in HARS scores between patient and controls. In addition, the PDSS scores of patients were 21.43 AE 1.91 (Table 1) .
NBS Results: Alterations in Functional Connectome of PDO
In the NBS analysis, the patients with PDO had significantly lower functional connectivity strength. There were 6 connectivity networks observed with just 1 functional connectivity network survived multiple comparison (corrected P ¼ 0.037). The number of nodes were 9 and the number of edges were 8 ( Table 2) Figure 1 ). However, the correlation analysis between PDSS or HARS scores and functional connectivity strength revealed no significant results (uncorrected P ¼ 0.12).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we proved the importance of fear network model in the pathophysiology of PDO. Our findings suggested that dominant role of limbic system (PHG.L) might be related to the dysregulation of brain homeostasis in PDO. The 2 central hubs (the command centers of the network), the PHG.L and PreCG.L, in current study, also supported our hypothesis to find the connectome compatible with revised fear network model for PDO. 34 The alterations in functional connectome consisted of 9 nodes (the network spots) and 8 edges (the links between network spots), and suggested that patients with PDO probably had significant functional alterations in limbic (PHG.L and DCG), sensory (CAL, LING, and SMG), and motor (PreCG) regions. The alteration in DCG was compatible with the additional region in the revised model of fear network proposed by Dresler et al. 34 It was also in line with the ''top-down'' dysregulation in the fear network model. The findings of PreCG.L were not expected by our original hypothesis based on the ''fear network model.'' The study revealed the possible revision of original ''fear network model'' for the origin of panic symptoms. The findings of the current study suggested that we should reconsider the role of motor region, such as PreCG.L, in the fear network model. The current analysis of functional connectome strengthened the possible background of PreCG for the panic attacks-related motor symptoms, such as fright, fear to lose control, and escape behavior. The findings of PHG were consistent with the fear network model and the crucial hub role also strengthened the important role of PHG. In addition, other limbic nodes, such as DCG.L and DCG.R, also support the crucial role of limbic regions in the functional connectome of PDO. The edges between PHG, DCG, sensory, and motor regions also revealed the most top position of PHG in the functional connectome. At last, sensory regions, such as CAL, LING, and SMG, were also altered in PDO. The findings also suggested that further inclusion of sensory regions would make the original ''fear network model'' more comprehensive in understanding the sensory-related panic symptoms, such as chest tightness, lightheaded, and blurred vision. Our findings were also distinct from the findings of functional connectome alterations in another anxiety disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, which showed significant alterations in default mode network and salience network. 35, 36 Recently, the functional connectivity reports in PDO mostly focused on the seed-based approach by Rs-FMRI [37] [38] [39] or region of interest approach by task-related FMRI. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] Most studies revealed the alteration of amygdala-based functional connectivity. However, our study used the NBS methodology to avoid such seed-based or region-of-interest bias. Our results revealed the somatosensory network alterations in PDO, which were in line with the findings of a previous study. 45 According to our knowledge, this should be the first functional connectome study in PDO. The less-bias advantage of NBS method probably gives us a whole picture of functional connectome in PDO. A PHG-centered network with sensory and motor regions probably represented a revised version of ''fear network'' model for PDO.
The alterations of PHG has been mentioned in early articles of PDO, which included the elevation in cerebral blood flow, reductions in gray matter volume, and increased benzodiazepine receptor binding in PHG. 5, 8, 9 However, the hypoperfusion results in PHG were reported in another study. 46 The inconsistent previous results suggested that PHG alterations might be inconclusive. In recent neuroimaging studies, our voxel-based morphometry study found that PDO comorbid with depression would have gray matter reductions in PHG. 6 Our meta-analysis of gray matter studies also revealed that PHG has been a common pathology for PDO. 7 Two antidepressant studies in PDO also demonstrated that antidepressant treatment would increase glucose metabolism in cerebral cortex and limbic regions, which also included the PHG.L and PreCG.L. 47, 48 However, recent functional connectivity study in PDO revealed no significant finding in PHG. Our results in PHG.L and its central hub role in current analysis of functional connectome probably represented a large-scale neurophysiological alteration in PDO. The altered connectivity between PHG and DCG probably suggested that altered intralimbic edge would also influence origin of PDO. The results were also in line with the lower activities of DCG 49 and treatment responserelated influences of neuronal stability in DCG 50 in PDO. The PreCG, a motor region, has been ignored in the pathophysiology of PDO for a long duration. However, several early studies mentioned the activity changes in PreCG after panic-provoking challenges, 9 increasing activities after stimulus of spatial unpredictability 51 and increasing activities during anxiety status. 52 Our previous study in PDO revealed residual gray matter deficits in PreCG even after remission under antidepressant treatment. 53 Another study also indicated that cognitive behavioral therapy would be associated with increased regional cerebral blood flow in PreCG. 54 In addition, the gray matter reductions in PreCG seemed to be a shared pathophysiology of anxiety. 55, 56 The Rs-FMRI study also supported the role of PreCG in neuronal stability and synchronization of anxiety. 57 Functional connectivity survey showed inconsistent results, from negative results in anxiety disorders 58 to altered connectivity between PreCG and frontal lobe in posttraumatic stress disorder. 59 In the current study, PreCG play second central hub for altered functional connectivity network in PDO. The results suggested the motor response of PDO probably would have negative feedback for sensory reception of panic-provoking stimulus. However, more studies are warranted to clarify the causality of PreCG-related functional connectivity.
The sensory regions, such as CAL, LING, and SMG, seemed to be under the influences of PHG and PreCG. The hyperperfusion of cerebral blood flow in SMG and temporal lobe has been reported in PDO. 46 In addition, the activities in SMG and temporal lobe were also associated with the severity of psychopathology in PDO. 60 The decreased connectivity strength between PHG.L and SMG also corresponded to the altered activities in temporal lobe and SMG in PDO. The study of neutral face task found decreased activities in CAL and other visual areas of PDO patients. 61 CAL, an area of visuosensory function, was the terminus of nervous impulses generated in the retina and where simple visual sensations arose. 62 The processing of emotional faces was also associated with hypoactivation in the LING of PDO patients. 40 However, Pannekoek et al 58 found no significant alterations in functional connectivity between LING, CAL, and PreCG in any anxiety disorder. The spatial scene memory and allocentric coding might be disturbed in PDO. 63 The weakening connectivity of PreCG-CAL and PreCG-LING probably suggested the weakening feedback and control ability for these sensory regions, which would provoke panic attacks under oversensitivity status. Further study would be needed to clarify the complex relationship between limbic, motor, and sensory regions.
Limitations
There were several limitations in the current study. First, the cross-sectional design would limit the interpretations of our study results. A future longitudinal study would help use confirm the importance of ''limbic-motor-sensory'' network in PDO. A possible selection bias due to the overlap of current study sample with our previous study sample would also influence our results. Second, this study just provided the functional connectome results without the ground for structural connectome data. The future NBS analysis with structural imaging data derived from as T1 gray matter imaging and diffusion tensor imaging would help illuminate the structural connectome ground for functional connectome results. Third, functional connectome measures the functional connectivity according to the signals of hemodynamics. The alterations of functional connectome are probably related to the hemodynamic changes. However, it is still unknown whether the method of functional connectome can be used to detect early neuronal changes, or monitor disease progression in PDO. Fourth, a task-oriented functional MRI study could complete the viewpoint due to Rs-FMRI characteristics of the functional connectome results. Fifth, the lack of visuospatial data in current sample might limit the interpretation of ''limbicmotor-sensory'' revision in ''fear network'' model for PDO.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of functional connectome revealed a pattern of ''limbic-motor-sensory'' connectivity alteration in PDO. A revision of fear network model can probably be considered under the impression of current study results.
